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Linkage isomerization reactions have been reviewed from the aspect of the kinetics and mechanisms involved, focusing on selected cases of direct formation, as well as on electrochemical, photochemical, thermal and pH-induced generation of linkage isomers.
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INTRODUCTION

Linkage isomerism has been classified as a particular phenomenon associated with metal complexes containing ambidentate ligands, i.e., with at least two different donor atoms or binding sites. In this context, it is important to keep the same denticity and geometric configuration, so that the coordination of such ligands to the metal ion can only involve different combinations of donor atoms, leading to the corresponding isomers. These are now referred to by the Greek letter \( \kappa \) (kappa) preceding the binding atom.\(^1\)

This type of isomerism was first recognized by Alfred Werner in his classical report on the xantho and isoxantho forms of the \([\text{NH}_3]_5\text{Co(NO}_2\text{)}_2\text{Cl}_2\) complex.\(^2,3\) The xantho complex corresponds to the more stable \( \kappa N \), or nitro isomer, whereas the isoxantho complex corresponds to the \( \kappa O \) or nitrito isomer.\(^4,5\) Since then, this system has been extensively investigated in solid state and in solution, constituting even at the present time the preferred study case in coordination chemistry courses.\(^6-9\)

Ambidentate ligands can vary widely, from simple diatomic species such as the cyanide ion, to poly-N-heterocyclic bases, polynucleotides and pro-
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teins. In general, linkage isomerism has been discussed starting from the
fact that the ligand binding atoms do not exhibit the same affinity for a par-
ticular metal center, thus supporting the thermodynamic considerations on
the formation of coordination compounds. In a broad sense, however, practi-
cally all polyatomic ligands can give rise to linkage isomers, since even on
the time scale of collision events many aleatory combinations are possible,
generating transient isomeric species. The detection of such species, before
their rearrangement or conversion into the thermodynamically stable ones,
is a challenging kinetic problem which can be relevant in catalysis, because
most of the reactive states are generated far from the thermodynamic equi-
librium conditions. Therefore, the study of linkage isomerism can be
extended by applying a dynamic approach, exploiting the lifetime of the sev-
eral possible isomeric products or intermediate species. As a matter of fact,
the most interesting cases of linkage isomerism have been associated with
the generation of metastable isomers, such as the \textit{isoxantho} complex, which
are sufficiently long lived to allow monitoring of their conversion into the
thermodynamically stable species.

Production of metastable linkage isomers depends on the intrinsic labi-
ile/inert characteristics of the metal complex, in addition to the metal-ligand
affinities and stereochemical factors. For instance, metal complexes, exhib-
iting low spin d$^5$ and d$^6$ configurations are substitution inert. Although this
aspect does not facilitate direct formation of metastable linkage isomers,
most of the literature examples focus on such substitutionally inert com-
plexes, for practical reasons, since once they are generated, they can be eas-
ily monitored using conventional techniques.$^{3,10–18}$

In fact, the procedures employed for generating metastable linkage iso-
mers, seldom rely on direct methods, although this can not be excluded. Indirect synthetic methods are preferred, involving the formation of inter-
mediate species that react or decompose, yielding metastable isomeric pro-
ducts. This is the case of the \textit{xantho} and \textit{isoxantho} isomers. The reaction
of the $[\text{Co(NH}_3)_5(H_2O)]^{3+}$ complex with NO$_2$ ions leads to the $\kappa N$ isomer,
while the formation of the $\kappa O$ isomer proceeds via the reaction of the
$[\text{Co(NH}_3)_5(OH)]^{2+}$ complex with the N$_2$O$_3$ species generated in HNO$_2$
solutions. Alternatively, metastable linkage isomers can be conveniently gener-
ated by means of photochemical,$^{19–38}$ thermal$^{24,38–49}$ or electrochemical
methods.$^{49–72}$ In addition, examples of proton$^{36,46,52,53,58,73–77}$ or solvent-
induced$^{47,76,78–87}$ linkage isomerism are known.

Although a comprehensive survey of the literature is listed in the reference
section, the full coverage of every example of linkage isomerism is an over-
whelming task, far beyond the scope of this review article. Instead, we will focus
our attention on selected examples of linkage isomerization reactions, exclud-
ing the classical \( \text{NO}_2^- \), \( 9,22,27,31,33,34,40,47,49,57,59,83,88–120 \) \( \text{SCN}^- \), \( 11,13,41,61,86,94,121–163 \) \( \text{CN}^- \), \( 42,45,48,62–66,164–178 \) and related systems, with special emphasis on the kinetics and mechanistics involved.

**DIRECT FORMATION OF LINKAGE ISOMERS**

Linkage isomers can be produced in a typical dissociative substitution reaction carried out in the presence of ambidentate ligands, through their direct binding to the coordinatively unsaturated intermediate species. Perhaps the best example of a system reacting by a dissociative mechanism is given by the substituted pentacyanoferrate(II) complexes, \( [\text{Fe(CN)}_5L]^n^- \). This type of complex exhibits a \( 3d^6 \) low spin configuration, with a pseudo-octahedral arrangement where the five cyanide ligands are strongly bound to the iron(II) center, and the sixth ligand \( L \) is more susceptible to substitution reactions in aqueous solution. Substitution kinetics in this complex type have been extensively investigated for a great variety of ligands \( L \), using a number of techniques and experimental conditions.\(^{179–201}\)

A typical feature is that the rates of substitution of ligand \( L \) in these complexes exhibit a saturation behavior with respect to the concentration of the entering ligands \( A \), in agreement with the following mechanism:

\[
\begin{align*}
[\text{Fe(CN)}_5L]^3^- & \rightleftharpoons [\text{Fe(CN)}_5]^3^- + L & (k_L, k_{-L}) \\
[\text{Fe(CN)}_5]^3^- + \text{H}_2\text{O} & \rightleftharpoons [\text{Fe(CN)}_5(\text{H}_2\text{O})]^3^- \\
[\text{Fe(CN)}_5]^3^- + A & \rightleftharpoons [\text{Fe(CN)}_5A]^3^- & (k_A, k_{-A})
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
-d[\{\text{Fe(CN)}_5L\}]/dt = d[\{\text{Fe(CN)}_5A\}]/dt = k_{\text{obsd}} [\{\text{Fe(CN)}_5L\}]
\]

and

\[
k_{\text{obsd}} = (k_{-L}k_A[A] + k_{-A}k_L[L]) / (k_A[A] + k_L[L])
\]

According to Eq. (5), as \( [A] \) becomes sufficiently high, \( k_{\text{obsd}} \) tends to \( k_{-L} \), which is the rate of dissociation of ligand \( L \) from the complex, measured at the saturation point. Another important aspect is that \( k_{-L} \) is independent of the nature of the attacking ligand \( A \), the same applying to the activation parameters \( \Delta H^\ddagger \) and \( \Delta S^\ddagger \). In addition, a strong support for the dissociative
mechanism has also been obtained from the measurements of activation volumes. The reported values, in the range of 14–18 cm³ mol⁻¹ for L = H₂O,¹⁷⁹ and 20–21 cm³ mol⁻¹ for L = substituted pyridines,¹⁸⁹ are consistent with the expansion of the coordination shell up to the dissociation of the coordinated ligand in the activated complex.

Because of the dissociative mechanism involved, formation of the [Fe(CN)₅]³⁻ intermediate species can be conveniently exploited in the generation of linkage isomers in the presence of ambidentate ligands, such as aminopyrazine and aminoacids. Using the X and Y designations for linkage isomers, the substitution process starting from the [Fe(CN)₅(H₂O)]³⁻ complex involves two parallel reactions:

\[
[\text{Fe(CN)}_5(\text{H}_2\text{O})]^{3-} + \text{XY} \rightarrow [\text{Fe(CN)}_5(\text{XY})]^{3-} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (k_X)
\]

\[
[\text{Fe(CN)}_5(\text{H}_2\text{O})]^{3-} + \text{YX} \rightarrow [\text{Fe(CN)}_5(\text{YX})]^{3-} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (k_Y)
\]

where

\[
k_{\text{obsd}} = (k_X + k_Y) [\text{XY}]
\]

Isomer X, which is more labile, isomerizes to the thermodynamically stable Y form, according to the dissociative scheme:

\[
[\text{Fe(CN)}_5(\text{XY})]^{3-} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightleftharpoons [\text{Fe(CN)}_5(\text{H}_2\text{O})]^{3-} + \text{XY} \quad (k_{-X}, k_X)
\]

\[
[\text{Fe(CN)}_5(\text{YX})]^{3-} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (k_Y)
\]

Linkage isomerization proceeds according to a pseudo-first order kinetics, where the observed rate constant, \( k_{\text{obsd}}^{\text{isom}} \), is independent of the concentration of the XY ligand, i.e.:

\[
k_{\text{obsd}}^{\text{isom}} = \frac{(k_Y k_{-X})}{(k_X + k_Y)}
\]

An important strategy for evaluating the kinetic constants involved in the isomerization scheme is adopted by introducing a competing ligand, A, such as dimethyl sulfoxide (dms), which forms a very stable and inert complex with the pentacyanoferrate(II) ion. According to the competitive scheme, in addition to the parallel reactions expressed by \( k_X \) and \( k_Y \), one should include:
In this case, the observed rate constant for the substitution reaction in the starting $[\text{Fe(CN)}_5(\text{H}_2\text{O})]^{3-}$ complex becomes

$$k_{\text{obsd}}^f = (k_X + k_Y) \cdot [\text{XY}] + k_A \cdot [\text{A}]$$ (13)

From the slope and intercept of the linear plot of $k_{\text{obsd}}^f$ versus $[\text{A}]$, at $[\text{XY}] = \text{constant (in excess)}$, one can evaluate $k_A$ and $(k_X + k_Y)$, respectively.

For the isomerization process, in the presence of A,

$$k_{\text{obsd}}^\text{isom} = \{k_{-X}(k_Y[\text{XY}] + k_A[\text{A}]) / ((k_X + k_Y)[\text{X} - \text{Y}] + k_A[\text{A}])\}$$ (14)

Therefore,

$$k_{\text{obsd}}^f \times k_{\text{obsd}}^\text{isom} = k_{-X} \cdot (k_Y \cdot [\text{XY}] + k_A \cdot [\text{A}])$$ (15)

The product of $k_{\text{obsd}}^f$ and $k_{\text{obsd}}^\text{isom}$ corresponds to a linear equation versus $[\text{A}]$ (Eq. 15), which yields $k_A \cdot k_{-X}$ and $k_Y \cdot k_{-X}$ from the slope and intercept, respectively. Since $k_A$ has already been determined (from Eq. 13), $k_{-X}$, $k_Y$ and $k_X$ can be calculated.

This approach has been successfully employed$^{[202]}$ to obtain the linkage isomerization kinetic parameters in pentacyanoferrate(II) complexes with aminoacids. An interesting case is the investigation of the tautomerism of histidine in aqueous solution.$^{[203]}$ Histidine is an essential aminoacid that, in the zwitterionic form, exhibits a tautomeric equilibrium,

$$\text{N(1)-his} \rightleftharpoons \text{N(3)-his}$$ (16)

or

$$\text{N(1)-his} \rightleftharpoons \text{N(3)-his}$$ (17)

Both the N(1) and N(3) nitrogens of the imidazole ring are available for coordination; however, the N(3) tautomer should yield a less stable complex due to steric effects. In spite of this, kinetics has shown that this isomer is formed preferentially.
Although both isomeric forms exhibit very similar electronic spectra, they can be discriminated kinetically, for their contrasting reactivity in the presence of dmos. By solving the two-step kinetics, all the associated constants have been obtained, as summarized in Table I. In addition, the tautomeric equilibrium constant was calculated as $K = 9$, thus explaining the initial predominance of the κN(3) linkage isomer in the system. In the absence of dmos, this isomer converts very rapidly into the more stable κN(1) analogue.

**TABLE I**

Kinetic and equilibrium parameters of the κN(1) and κN(3) linkage isomers of the \([\text{Fe(CN)}_5(\text{his})]^{3–}\) complex

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N(1)-his</th>
<th>N(3)-his</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Formation reaction</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_f$ / dm$^3$ mol$^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta H^\ddagger$ / kJ mol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$6.2 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$6.2 \times 10^1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta S^\ddagger$ / J mol$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$2.1 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$2.1 \times 10^1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dissociation reaction</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_d$ / s$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$5.3 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>$1.1 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta H^\ddagger$ / kJ mol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^2$</td>
<td>$9.2 \times 10^1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta S^\ddagger$ / J mol$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$4.6 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$4.6 \times 10^1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equilibrium reaction</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K$ / dm$^3$ mol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$5.9 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
<td>$2.9 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta H^\ddagger$ / kJ mol$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$-4.1 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$-2.6 \times 10^1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta S^\ddagger$ / J mol$^{-1}$ K$^{-1}$</td>
<td>$-2.5 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$-2.1 \times 10^1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Linkage isomers have also been observed in the reaction of \([\text{Fe(CN)}_5(\text{H}_2\text{O})]^{3–}\) with methionine and methionine sulfoxide. These amino acids, in the anionic form, can bind pentacyanoferate(II) ions through the available S and NH$_2$ groups. The kinetics carried out in the presence of the dmos ligand, allowed us to discriminate between the κS and κNH$_2$ linkage isomers, as summarized in Table II.

This study has revealed that although thioether and sulfoxide groups bind preferentially to soft metals, such as the pentacyanoferate(II) ion, un-
under dynamic (non-equilibrium) conditions, the two $\kappa S$ and $\kappa NH_2$ linkage isomers are produced.

Similar studies, using competitive methods, have been carried out for accessing the linkage isomers involving polyaza-heterocyclic ligands, such as 2-aminopyrazine.

\[ \text{Fe(CN)}_5(\text{H}_2\text{O})^{3-} + \text{ampz} \rightarrow \text{Fe(CN)}_5(\kappa N(4)\{\text{ampz}\})^{3-} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \]  \hspace{1cm} (20)

\[ \text{Fe(CN)}_5(\text{H}_2\text{O})^{3-} + \text{ampz} \rightarrow \text{Fe(CN)}_5(\kappa NH_2\{\text{ampz}\})^{3-} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \]  \hspace{1cm} (21)

\[ \text{Fe(CN)}_5(\kappa NH_2\{\text{ampz}\})^{3-} \rightleftharpoons \text{Fe(CN)}_5(\kappa N(4)\{\text{ampz}\})^{3-} \]  \hspace{1cm} (22)

\[ \begin{array}{ccc}
\text{kS methionine zwitterionic} & \text{kS meth}^- & \text{kNH}_2\text{ meth}^- \\
\hline
k_f / \text{dm}^3\text{ mol}^{-1}\text{ s}^{-1} & 5.4 \times 10^2 & 1.4 \times 10^2 & 2.9 \times 10^1 \\
k_d / \text{s}^{-1} & 4.4 \times 10^{-4} & 3.0 \times 10^{-4} & 2.1 \times 10^{-2} \\
K / \text{dm}^3\text{ mol}^{-1} & 1.2 \times 10^6 & 4.6 \times 10^5 & 1.3 \times 10^3 \\
\hline
\text{kS SO(methionine) sulfoxide zwitterionic} & \text{kS meth}^- & \text{kNH}_2\text{ meth}^- \\
\hline
k_f / \text{dm}^3\text{ mol}^{-1}\text{ s}^{-1} & 3.1 \times 10^2 & 7.7 \times 10^1 & 2.5 \times 10^1 \\
k_d / \text{s}^{-1} & 1.5 \times 10^{-4} & 1.6 \times 10^{-4} & 1.9 \times 10^{-2} \\
K / \text{dm}^3\text{ mol}^{-1} & 2.1 \times 10^6 & 4.8 \times 10^5 & 1.3 \times 10^3 \\
\end{array} \]
The κNH₂ isomer is more labile and less stable than the κN(4) analogue, undergoing slow, complete conversion into the latter. From the competitive kinetics in the presence of dmso, the isomerization constants have been solved as \( k_f(\kappa NH_2) = 280 \text{ dm}^3 \text{ mol}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \), \( k_d(\kappa NH_2) = 1.1 \text{ s}^{-1} \), \( K(\kappa NH_2) = (k_f/k_d) = 2.5 \text{ dm}^3 \text{ mol}^{-1} \); and \( k_f\{\kappa N(4)\} = 280 \text{ dm}^3 \text{ mol}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1} \), \( k_d\{\kappa N(4)\} = 9.0 \times 10^{-4} \text{ s}^{-1} \), \( K\{\kappa N(4)\} = 3.1 \times 10^5 \text{ dm}^3 \text{ s}^{-1} \).

**ELECTROCHEMICAL GENERATION OF LINKAGE ISOMERS**

Changes in the oxidation states of metal ions can modify dramatically the relative metal-ligand affinities for the several binding sites involved in the complex. In this way, linkage isomers can be generated in a dynamic way along with cyclic potential scanning, depending on the rates of the substitution or isomerization processes. This is particularly the case of low spin MII (d⁶) and MIII (d⁵) complexes, such as \( \text{Fe(CN)}_5L^-\text{3}^-/\text{2}^- \) and \( \text{Ru(NH}_3)_5L\text{2}^+/\text{3}^+ \). In the reduced form, the d⁶ complexes are strong π-donor species, exhibiting high affinity for π-acceptor ligands such as CO, -S(dmso), and aromatic N-heterocyclic molecules. \(^{199,201,206}\) This behavior inverts in the oxidized form, in which case the electron-donor capability of the ligand becomes more important.

An interesting case of linkage isomerization has been reported for benzotriazole complexes. Benzotriazole (btH) is an aromatic ligand exhibiting three vicinal N-atoms available for coordination, particularly in the anionic form. It displays remarkable efficiency as a corrosion inhibitor for copper and its alloys. \(^{207}\) The pKₐ of neutral and protonated benzotriazole is 8.6 and 1.6, respectively. \(^{208}\)

![Benzotriazole (btH)](image)

The pentacyanoferrate(II) complex forms two linkage isomers with benzotriazole (btH), denoted as κN(1) and κN(2). The two species can be detected by \(^1\text{H}\) and \(^{13}\text{C}\) NMR spectroscopy, as well as by electrochemical methods. \(^{209}\) The shapes of the voltamograms are dependent on the potential scan rates (Figure 1).
Starting from the complex in the iron(II) form, at high scan rates (> 200 mV s\(^{-1}\)) two waves becomes discernible at \(E_{1/2} = 0.43\) and 0.53 V, corresponding to the κN(1) and κN(2) isomers, respectively. A similar intensity ratio is observed, consistent with an isomerization constant \(K = 2.40\). At intermediate scan rates, e.g. 50 mV s\(^{-1}\), the voltamograms can be dealt with as a reversible electrochemical process preceded by a reversible chemical (isomerization) reaction.

Figure 1. Cyclic voltamograms of [Ru(NH\(_3\))\(_5\)(bt)]\(^+\) (2.0 × 10\(^{-3}\) mol dm\(^{-3}\), pH = 9, \(I = 0.5\) mol dm\(^{-3}\) (KCl), 25 °C) at several potential scan rates, starting from (a) −400 mV and (b) +300 mV after 5 min to ensure complete equilibration in solution. Adapted from Ref. 209.
In this case, the kinetic constants of isomerization can be calculated from the Nicholson and Shain equation:

\[
\frac{i_d}{i} = 1.02 + 0.471\frac{1}{(k_{12} + k_{21})^{1/2}}
\]

where \(i\) is the observed current, \(i_d\) is the diffusion controlled current, \(a\) corresponds to the potential scan rates, \(K = k_{12}/k_{21}\). The calculated values at 298 K for \(k_{12}\) and \(k_{21}\) were 1.55 and 0.65 s\(^{-1}\), respectively.

At slow scan rates (<10 mV s\(^{-1}\)) only a single, reversible wave is observed at \(E_{1/2} = 0.43\) V, corresponding to the \(\kappa N(1)\) isomer. In this case, as isomer \(\kappa N(1)\) is oxidized, the equilibrium is reestablished rapidly enough, on the time scale of the cyclic voltammetry, so that a single wave is observed.

Based on the kinetics of formation and substitution reactions in the presence of dmsco (in high excess), the rate constants have been calculated as follows:

\[
[\text{Fe(CN)}_5(H_2O)]^{3-} + \text{btH} \rightarrow [\text{Fe(CN)}_5(\text{btH})]^{3-} + H_2O \quad (k_f) \quad (26)
\]

\[
[\text{Fe(CN)}_5(\kappa N(2)\{\text{btH}\})]^{3-} \rightarrow [\text{Fe(CN)}_5(\kappa N(1)\{\text{btH}\})]^{3-} \quad (K) \quad (27)
\]

\[
[\text{Fe(CN)}_5(\kappa N(2)\{\text{btH}\})]^{3-} + \text{dmsco} \rightarrow [\text{Fe(CN)}_5(\text{dmsco})^{3-} + \text{btH} \quad (k_{-N(2)}) \quad (28)
\]

\[
[\text{Fe(CN)}_5(\kappa N(1)\{\text{btH}\})]^{3-} + \text{dmsco} \rightarrow [\text{Fe(CN)}_5(\text{dmsco})^{3-} + \text{btH} \quad (k_{-N(1)}) \quad (29)
\]

where \(k_f = 330 \text{ dm}^3 \text{ mol}^{-1} \text{ s}^{-1}; \quad K = 2.40; \quad k_{-N(2)} = 9.0 \times 10^{-3} \text{ s}^{-1}; \quad k_{-N(1)} = 3.7 \times 10^{-3} \text{ s}^{-1}.

In comparison with the isomerization rates, dissociation of the benzotriazole ligand from the complex is slower by two orders of magnitude. Therefore, the isomerization mechanism in the benzotriazole complex is essentially intramolecular.

In the case of the benzotriazole pentaammineruthenium(II) complex, \([\text{Ru(NH}_3)_5(\text{btH})]^2^+\), the \(\kappa N(2)\) predominates in solution, as evident from the NMR and cyclic voltammetry measurements (Figure 1). However, at pH = 9.0, benzotriazole undergoes deprotonation, and cyclic voltammetry behavior becomes rather interesting. By starting from negative potentials, the ruthenium-
benzotriazolate complex is in the reduced form, (RuII), and only a single anodic peak is observed in the cyclic voltamograms, corresponding to the oxidation of the \( \kappa N(2) \) isomer. However, by reversing the potential, two cathodic peaks become discernible, and relative intensities depend upon the scan rates, indicating a dynamic process, very similar to those observed for the benzotriazolepentacyanoferrate(II) case. The two peaks were ascribed to the \( \kappa N(1) \) and \( \kappa N(2) \) isomers in the ruthenium(III) complex. The equilibrium constants were obtained from the deconvolution of cyclic voltamograms of the oxidized complexes, at high scan rates, as \( K_{12} = 1.4 \). The corresponding kinetic constants were extracted using the Nicholson and Shain formalism (Eq. 25), as \( k_{12} = 0.22 \) and \( k_{21} = 0.16 \) s\(^{-1}\). Starting from the oxidized complexes, by reversing the potential scan, it is possible to monitor, electrochemically, the equilibrium reaction for the reduced species. Based on simple thermodynamic and kinetic considerations, the corresponding equilibrium and kinetic constants have been calculated, as summarized in Table III.

The study has been recently extended to the ruthenium(II/III)-edta complexes of benzotriazole.\(^{212}\) The starting \([\text{Ru}^{\text{III}}(\text{edta})(\text{H}_2\text{O})]^-\) complex is particularly interesting because of the intrinsic lability of the sixth coordination position.\(^{213}\) In contrast to the \([\text{Fe}(\text{CN})_5(\text{H}_2\text{O})]^{3-}\) complex, it reacts with benzotriazole by an associative mechanism. The \([\text{Ru}^{\text{III}}(\text{edta})(\text{btH})]^-\) complex exhibits \( pK_a = 5.7 \). At pH = 4.7, only a single isomeric species was recorded for the ruthenium(III), based on cyclic voltammetry. However, by reversing the potential scan, two isomeric species were detected for the reduced product. The corresponding kinetic and equilibrium constants were extracted as in the case of the pentaammineruthenium complexes (Table III).

As can be seen in Table III, the preferred binding site for the benzotriazole ligand is the N(1) atom, instead of the central N(2) atom. As a matter of fact, according to theoretical calculations for btH,\(^{212}\) the N(1) atom is more nucleophilic than N(2), thus explaining the predominance of the N(1) isomer in the case of the Fe\(^{\text{III}}\) and Ru\(^{\text{III}}\) complexes. On the other hand, the N(2) site becomes competitive in the case of metal ions with a high-backbonding capability, such as the low-spin iron(II) and ruthenium(II). This is quite evident in the case of the \([\text{Ru}^{\text{II}}(\text{NH}_3)_5(\text{bt})]^+\) complex. Another important conclusion is that isomerization rates are much faster than those for the ligand substitution processes, supporting an intramolecular mechanism where the metal ion migrates from N(1) to N(2) and vice-versa, presumably through the formation of fluxional \( \pi \)-bonding interactions.

An intriguing case of long range fluxional behavior has been reported for the linkage isomerization in the \( \kappa N(\text{amide}) \)-pentaammineruthenium(II) complex with nicotinamide and isonicotinamide ligands.\(^{214}\) Starting from the \( \kappa N(\text{amide}) - \text{Ru}^{\text{III}} \) complex, and reducing rapidly using stopped-flow tech-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Complex</th>
<th>N(i) → N(j)</th>
<th>$k_{ij} / \text{s}^{-1}$</th>
<th>$\Delta H^\ddagger / \text{kJ mol}^{-1}$</th>
<th>$\Delta S^\ddagger / \text{J K}^{-1} \text{mol}^{-1}$</th>
<th>$K_{12}$</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Fe}^{\text{II}}(\text{CN})_5(\text{btH})]^2^-$</td>
<td>$1 \rightarrow 2$</td>
<td>$6.5 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>$-2.6 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$4.2 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2 \rightarrow 1$</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>$-1.7 \times 10^1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Fe}^{\text{III}}(\text{CN})_5(\text{btH})]^2^-$</td>
<td>$1 \rightarrow 2$</td>
<td>$4.0 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>$9.0 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2 \rightarrow 1$</td>
<td>$4.4 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru}^{\text{II}}(\text{edta})(\text{btH})]^2^-$</td>
<td>$1 \rightarrow 2$</td>
<td>$1.4 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>$3.3 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2 \rightarrow 1$</td>
<td>$4.3 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru}^{\text{III}}(\text{edta})(\text{btH})]^-$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>$4.6 \times 10^{-3}$</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru}^{\text{II}}(\text{NH}_3)_5(\text{bt})]^+$</td>
<td>$1 \rightarrow 2$</td>
<td>$3.9 \times 10^{-2}$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>$8.3 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2 \rightarrow 1$</td>
<td>$5.0 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$[\text{Ru}^{\text{III}}(\text{NH}_3)_5(\text{bt})]^2^+$</td>
<td>$1 \rightarrow 2$</td>
<td>$2.2 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>$-5.7 \times 10^1$</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$2 \rightarrow 1$</td>
<td>$1.6 \times 10^{-1}$</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>$-4.6 \times 10^1$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
niques, the corresponding $\kappa N$(amide)-Ru$^{II}$ complex has been generated in aqueous solution. This species isomerizes to the pyridyl-bonded form at an estimated rate of 9.6 $s^{-1}$, much higher than the typical substitution rates in pentaammineruthenium(II) complexes, thus supporting an intramolecular mechanism. In contrast to the preceding examples, the Ru$^{II}$ migration is not to a neighboring atom, but rather to a site six bonds away.

In addition to benzotriazole, a few representative examples of vicinal N-containing heterocycles are known. They are basically given by some triazole/triazolate$^{36,150,215}$ and tetrazole/tetrazolate derivatives$^{82,216–222}$ (the latter have been explored mainly by Purcell and co-workers). On the other hand, metal complexes with typically basic ($\pi$-donor) ligands are much more abundant in the literature. The reported cases include imidazole/imidazolate and imidazole-like species, and their biological relatives as well.$^{44,56,58,69,203,223–250}$

**DIMETHYL SULFOXIDE AND RELATED LIGANDS**

Because of the contrasting binding properties of the S and O atoms, dimethyl sulfoxide (dmoso) can form $\kappa S$ and $\kappa O$ linkage isomers, depending on the nature and characteristics of the transition metal ions. The sulfinyl group provides a good acceptor site for $\pi$-electron donor species, such as low spin iron(II) and ruthenium(II) ions, while the oxygen atom is the preferred site for hard metals, such as the 3d trivalent cations, Al$^{3+}$ and lanthanides. While most of the Ru$^{II}$ complexes exhibit a great affinity for sulfur ligands, the preference demonstrated by the corresponding Ru$^{III}$ species is usually inverted, favoring the binding of the O-donor sites. Classical examples are based on the $[\text{Ru(NH}_3)_5(\text{sulfoxide-ligand})]^{2+/3+}$ systems.$^{57,71,72,251}$

Indeed, the $[\text{Ru(NH}_3)_5(\text{dmoso})]^{2+}$ complex is a good example of electrochemically driven linkage isomerization involving sulfoxide ligands. In the reduced form, the dmoso ligand is coordinated by the S atom, i.e. $[\text{Ru(NH}_3)_5(\kappa S\{\text{dmoso}\})]^{2+}$, as a consequence of the remarkable $\pi$-backbonding properties of the ruthenium(II) ion. High stabilization of the reduced complex is reflected in its high $E^o$ value, i.e. 1.0 V. Oxidation of the complex with Ce$^{IV}$ ions leads to $\kappa S$ to $\kappa O$ linkage isomerization, giving rise to a new wave at 0.01 V in cyclic voltamograms. The $\kappa S \rightarrow \kappa O$ isomerization rates for the $[\text{Ru(NH}_3)_5(\text{dmoso})]^{3+}$ complex were obtained by the method of Nicholson and Shain as $k_{S \rightarrow O} = 0.070 s^{-1}$. For the related methionine sulfoxide complex, the electrochemical behavior was very similar, and the isomerization constant was found to be $k_{S \rightarrow O} = 0.24 s^{-1}$. The $\kappa O \rightarrow \kappa S$ isomerization in the Ru$^{II}$ complex is accompanied by a parallel aquation reaction, but the rates were estimated at 30 and 70 s$^{-1}$ for the dmoso and methionine sulfoxide complexes respectively.$^{72}$
A related case is represented by the [Ru\textsuperscript{III}(edta)(dmso)]\textsuperscript{−} complex.\textsuperscript{252} In contrast to the pentaamine analogue, dmso coordinates to the [Ru\textsuperscript{III}(edta)]\textsuperscript{−} moiety through the S atom; however, the formation constant of [Ru\textsuperscript{III}(edta) (κS{dmso})]\textsuperscript{−} is rather small (\(K = 1.8 \text{ dm}^3 \text{ mol}^{-1}\)), thus requiring a very large excess of dmso over the starting [Ru\textsuperscript{III}(edta)H\textsubscript{2}O]\textsuperscript{−} complex. The reduced complex is extraordinarily stable (\(K = 7.7 \times 10^9 \text{ dm}^3 \text{ mol}^{-1}\)), corresponding to the κS isomer. In the presence of a concentration of dmso above 3 mol dm\textsuperscript{−3}, the cyclic voltamograms are typically reversible, exhibiting a single pair of waves at \(E_{1/2} = 0.56\text{ V}\). Below 1 mol dm\textsuperscript{−3} dmso, the [Ru\textsuperscript{III}(edta)(κS{dmso})]\textsuperscript{−} complex undergoes aquation, giving rise to a new reversible wave at \(E_{1/2} = -0.010\text{ V}\), corresponding to the [Ru\textsuperscript{III}(edta)H\textsubscript{2}O]\textsuperscript{−} complex.

An interesting example of electrochemically driven linkage isomerization in dimethyl sulfoxide complexes is given by the all cis-[RuCl\textsubscript{2}(κS{dmso})\textsubscript{2}(tbpy)\textsubscript{2}] complex, where tbpy = tert-butylpyridine.\textsuperscript{253} Starting from the reduced complex in acetonitrile solutions, and scanning in the direction of positive potentials, its corresponding cyclic voltamograms (Figure 2) show a single reversible peak observed at \(E_{1/2} = 1.27\text{ V versus SHE}\), ascribed to the Ru\textsuperscript{III/II} couple.

In the reverse scan, the corresponding cathodic peak current becomes less intense, and a new peak grows at \(E_{1/2} = 0.55\text{ V}\). Starting from the oxidized complex, two reversible waves are observed at 1.27 and 0.55 V. The dramatic change of \(E_{1/2}\) is consistent with the conversion of the κS isomer to the κO analogue, in the Ru\textsuperscript{III} complexes, according to the reversible equilibrium:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Ru}^{\text{III}}(\kappaO\{\text{dmso}\}) & \rightleftharpoons \text{Ru}^{\text{III}}(\kappaS\{\text{dmso}\}) \quad (K^{\text{III}}) \\
\text{Ru}^{\text{II}}(\kappaO\{\text{dmso}\}) & \rightleftharpoons \text{Ru}^{\text{II}}(\kappaS\{\text{dmso}\}) \quad (K^{\text{II}})
\end{align*}
\]

The equilibrium constants were calculated from the relative ratios of the cathodic peak currents recorded at high scan rates, i.e. \(K^{\text{III}}_{\kappaO \rightarrow \kappaS} = 0.63\). Based on the equation proposed by Nicholson and Shain for a reversible chemical reaction preceding an electrochemical step, the isomerization constants were calculated as \(k^{\text{III}}_{\kappaO \rightarrow \kappaS} = 1.2 \text{ s}^{-1}\) and \(k^{\text{III}}_{\kappaS \rightarrow \kappaO} = 1.9 \text{ s}^{-1}\). These rates are at least five orders of magnitude higher than the typical substitution rates in this type of complex, supporting an intramolecular isomerization mechanism like in the case of the benzotriazole complexes.
By solving the square scheme, the equilibrium constant for the RuII complex was $2.1 \times 10^{12}$, favoring the formation of the $\kappa S$ isomer. Evaluation of the kinetic constants for the isomerization reaction in the RuII complex can
be carried out by monitoring the decay of the unstable RuII(κO{dmso}) species, along with the conversion process into the RuII(κS{dmso}) form. A simple way of generating the RuII(κO{dmso}) isomer is to start from the mixture of RuIII(κO{dmso}) and RuIII(κS{dmso}) isomers in equilibrium, e.g. at 1.8 V. By applying a fast potential scanning in the cathodic direction, the RuII(κO{dmso}) species is generated, and can be monitored as a function of time (or scan rates). Its decay proceeds according to an exponential equation, consistent with the isomerization rate constant $k_{II\rightarrow O} = 0.010$ s$^{-1}$. Based on the calculated equilibrium constant, from the square scheme, the reverse isomerization constant was obtained as $k_{II\rightarrow S} = 5 \times 10^{-14}$ s$^{-1}$.

It is interesting to note that the related cis,cis,trans-[RuCl$_2$(κS{dmso})$_2$-(tbpy)$_2$] complex, exhibiting two trans-Cl-RuIII-(κS{dmso}) bonds, is not susceptible to electrochemically driven linkage isomerization processes, presumably because of the high stability provided by the trans cooperative interactions involving the π-donor Cl$^{-}$ ligand and the π-acceptor (κS{dmso}) ligand. In contrast, the all cis isomer isomerizes very rapidly to the O-bound form when it is oxidized to RuIII. The main difference between these two isomers is the occurrence, in the latter, of a trans-(κS{dmso})-Ru-tbpy bond, in addition to a stable trans-Cl-RuIII-(κS{dmso}) bond. The presence of two π-acceptor ligands in trans-position seems to weaken the RuIII-(κS{dmso}) bond, promoting its rapid isomerization into the RuIII(κO{dmso}) form.

Electrochemically driven linkage isomerization reactions have also been reported for the triangular μ-oxo-ruthenium-acetate cluster, [Ru$_3$O(Ac)$_6$(py)$_2$-(dmso)]$^+$. The species exhibits a trinuclear structure containing ruthenium ions in the formal (3+) oxidation state, kept together by a strong interaction with a central oxygen atom and six bridging acetate ligands. In fact, the electronic structure is strongly delocalized by means of metal-metal bonds. According to the vibrational and NMR spectra, the dmso ligand is coordinated to the ruthenium center by means of the O atom.

Cyclic voltamograms have been measured in acetonitrile solutions, in the presence of a high excess of the dmso ligand, in order to prevent its dissociation from the complex. In this case, starting from the RuIII$^\ast$RuIII$^\ast$Ru$^\ast$ (κO{dmso}) complex at 0.8 V, and scanning the potential in the direction of negative potentials, a single cathodic peak was observed at $E_{1/2} = 0.13$ V, corresponding to the formation of the RuIII$^\ast$RuIII$^\ast$Ru$^\ast$(κO{dmso}) species. In the reverse scan, in addition to the corresponding oxidation peak, another peak becomes evident at $E_{1/2} = 0.42$ V, associated with the formation of the RuIII$^\ast$RuIII$^\ast$Ru$^\ast$(κS{dmso}) isomer. Starting from the reduced complex at −0.5 V, the relative intensities of the pair of waves at 0.13 and 0.42 V are inverted, indicating that the RuIII$^\ast$RuIII$^\ast$Ru$^\ast$(κS{dmso}) isomer predominates
over the $\text{Ru}^{\text{III}}\text{Ru}^{\text{III}}\text{Ru}^{\text{III}}(\kappa O\{\text{dmso}\})$ one. This system can be treated in terms of the square scheme and of the Nicholson and Shain procedure, in order to extract the equilibrium and kinetic isomerization constants, as shown below:

$$\text{Ru}^{\text{III}}\text{Ru}^{\text{III}}\text{Ru}^{\text{III}}(\kappa O\{\text{dmso}\}) \leftrightarrow \text{Ru}^{\text{III}}\text{Ru}^{\text{III}}\text{Ru}^{\text{III}}(\kappa S\{\text{dmso}\}) \quad (k^{\text{III}_{S\rightarrow O}}, k^{\text{III}_{O\rightarrow S}})$$

$$\text{Ru}^{\text{III}}\text{Ru}^{\text{III}}\text{Ru}^{\text{II}}(\kappa O\{\text{dmso}\}) \leftrightarrow \text{Ru}^{\text{III}}\text{Ru}^{\text{III}}\text{Ru}^{\text{II}}(\kappa S\{\text{dmso}\}) \quad (k^{\text{II}_{S\rightarrow O}}, k^{\text{II}_{O\rightarrow S}})$$

(32)

(33)

where $k^{\text{III}_{S\rightarrow O}} = 1.2 \times 10^{-5}$ s$^{-1}$, $k^{\text{III}_{O\rightarrow S}} = 1.5 \times 10^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, and $K^{\text{III}_{O\rightarrow S}} = 8.1 \times 10^{-5}$; $k^{\text{II}_{S\rightarrow O}} = 1.5$ s$^{-1}$, $k^{\text{II}_{O\rightarrow S}} = 2.3 \times 10^{-1}$ s$^{-1}$, and $K^{\text{II}_{O\rightarrow S}} = 6.5$.

The isomerization rates for the oxidized and reduced clusters are much faster than the usual rates of substitution reactions, evidencing an intramolecular mechanism.

Although there are some other dmso-metal complexes for which linkage isomerism has been reported, only a reduced number of them were studied according to a similar electrochemical approach as described above, or they display comparable redox behavior as well.

Another rather interesting case of linkage isomerization involves the formation of $\pi$-complexes of $\text{Os(NH}_3\text{)}_5^{2+}$ directly coordinated with the C=C bond in functionalized aromatic rings, after reduction of the corresponding osmium(III) complexes coordinated at the functional groups. The isomerization process is directed by the special affinity of the $\pi$-donating species $\text{Os(NH}_3\text{)}_5^{2+}$ to unsaturated groups, such as C=C, and proceeds via an intramolecular mechanism.

pH-INDUCED FORMATION OF LINKAGE ISOMERS

Both $\kappa O$ and $\kappa N$ amide complexes have been reported in the literature. Although there are many published materials on this class of systems, herein we will focus our attention on a couple of illustrative systems, based on amminerruthenium complexes. Linkage isomerization in the pentaamminerruthenium(III) complexes takes place in accordance with the following scheme:
The $\kappa O$ isomer is thermodynamically more stable than the $\kappa N$ one, however it usually undergoes substitution by coordinating solvents, such as H$_2$O, dmf and dmso, in acidic media, and rearranges to the deprotonated N-bonded form in basic or neutral solutions. In fact, the N-bonded form is very acidic ($pK_a < 2.5$), while the O-bonded form has an estimated $pK_a > 10$. Cyclic voltammetry in basic solution is consistent with reversible Ru$^{III/II}$ couples for the substitution-inert deprotonated form $[(\text{NH}_3)_5\text{Ru}(\kappa N\{\text{OC(NH}_2)R\})]^{2+}$; however, the reduced Ru$^{II}$ species undergoes protonation in acid and neutral solutions ($pK_a \approx 7$) and isomerizes to the O-bonded amide. Following oxidation to Ru$^{III}$, isomerization of the O-bonded amides back to the N-bonded amides is driven by the selective deprotonation to $[(\text{NH}_3)_5\text{Ru}^{III}(\kappa N\{\text{OC(NH}_2)R\})]^{2+}$, as shown in the scheme above. The substitution lability of O-bonded amides in coordinating solvents, tautomerization of N-bonded amides on Ru$^{III}$, and catalysis by Ru$^{II}$ and the base complicate measurements of the rates for linkage isomerizations.

Analogously, when cis-$[\text{Ru(NH}_4)_4(H_2O)_2]^{3+}$, in slightly alkaline solution, reacts with any of the three amides, glycylglycine, glycinamide and $N'$-ethylglycinamide, a chelate tetraammineruthenium(III) complex is obtained, involving the $N,N'$ atoms of the amino and amide groups.$^{299,300}$ The uncatalyzed transformation of these chelates to the $\kappa N,O$ forms is slow, but it is feasible by reducing the complex to the (2+) state in acidic solution, and reoxidizing. Such chelates are labile in the Ru$^{II}$ form. Therefore, the presence of Ru$^{II}$ promotes labilization of the Ru$^{III}$ species via electron transfer, allowing determination of the equilibrium quotients for the $\kappa N,N'$ and $\kappa N,O$ forms. For glycinamide as the ligand, the isomerization equilibrium constant for the Ru$^{II}$ complex is $K_{N,N'\rightarrow NO} = 1.6 \times 10^{-4}$, when both isomers are protonated. However, as the pH is raised, the $\kappa N,N'$ chelate becomes more stable, because it involves a relatively more acidic site. In the case of the Ru$^{III}$ complex, the equilibrium ratio $[\text{Ru}^{III}(\kappa N,O)]/[\text{Ru}^{III}(\kappa N,N')][\text{H}^+]$ is 16. As the pH is raised, the $\kappa N,N'$ chelate becomes more stable.

Another interesting case of pH induced chelate linkage isomerization has been observed$^{301}$ for the ruthenium(III)-edta complex with the 3-hydroxy-
picolinate ligand (Hhpic\(^{-}\)). At pH = 5, the complex is practically colorless and can be represented by the \([\text{Ru}^{III}(\text{edta})(\kappa N,O\{\text{Hhpic}\})]^{2-}\) complex. At pH > 9, deprotonation of the phenolic group promotes an intramolecular linkage isomerization, generating the faint red \([\text{Ru}^{III}(\text{edta})(\kappa O,O\{\text{hpic}\})]^{3-}\) complex. Isomerization kinetics was monitored based on the pH jump experiments, exhibiting typically first order behavior, with \(k_{N,O\rightarrow O,O} = 4.7 \times 10^{-3} \text{ s}^{-1}\). The lack of dependence on the hpic\(^{2-}\) concentration supports an intramolecular isomerization mechanism, where, after the rupture of the Ru-N(pyridine) bond, the attached ruthenium(III) complex undergoes a rapid rotation through the carboxylate group, in order to bind to the phenolate site. It should be noted that both isomers can be electrochemically reduced, but converting into a single deep red \([\text{Ru}^{II}(\text{edta})(\kappa N,O\{\text{Hhpic}\})]^{3-}\) complex, strongly stabilized by the ruthenium-to-pyridinecarboxylate charge-transfer interactions.

![Diagram of isomerization reaction](image)

Many other linkage isomerization studies are also found in literature. Excluding the nitro-nitrito and thiocyanate related systems, most of them concern amide derivatives which have been investigated mainly by Jackson, Sargeson and co-workers) and/or a large collection of coordination complexes containing polyfunctional ligands, which also include oximes/imines and sulfinate species. A significant number of investigations on nitrosyl-metals have also emerged recently.

**FINAL REMARKS**

Linkage isomerization has been one of the most intriguing aspects in coordination chemistry, since the classical, fundamental discovery by Alfred Werner. Only recently, however, changes in the optical, electrochemical and kinetic properties associated with the linkage isomerization process have been exploited for the design of molecular switches and memory devices as well for the nanotechnology applications. A remarkable example is the electrochemical hysteresis reported by Sano and Taube for the asymmetric binuclear (1,5-dithiocyclooctane 1-oxide) bis(pentaammineruthenium) complex.
In this system, a reversible Ru$^{II/III}$ couple bound to a thioether group is combined with another Ru$^{II/III}$ couple bound to a sulfoxide function, which is susceptible to linkage isomerization on electron transfer. When the molecule is fully reduced, the following representation applies: Ru$^{II}$–S–(O)S–Ru$^{II}$. By increasing the potential, the Ru$^{II}$–S site gets oxidized first ($E^o = 0.58$ V), generating the stable mixed valence complex Ru$^{III}$–S–(O)S–Ru$^{II}$. At $E = 1.04$ V, a second oxidation takes place at the Ru$^{II}$–SO site, yielding the thermodynamically meta-stable species, Ru$^{III}$–S–(O)S–Ru$^{III}$, which undergoes linkage isomerization, converting into the Ru$^{III}$–S–SO–Ru$^{III}$ product ($k_{III, S \rightarrow O} = 13$ s$^{-1}$).

In the reverse scan, since the last process takes place within the time scale of cyclic voltammetry, the cathodic component of the redox wave at 1.04 V practically disappears. At $E^o = 0.65$ V, the Ru$^{III}$–S–SO–Ru$^{III}$ species undergoes a reversible reduction at the Ru$^{III}$–S site, yielding Ru$^{II}$–S–SO–Ru$^{III}$. The final reduction process takes place at $E^o = 0.03$ V, involving the O-bound ruthenium moiety, generating a rather unstable Ru$^{II}$–S–SO–Ru$^{II}$ species. Now, the Ru$^{II}$–OS moiety undergoes a linkage isomerization to the S-bound form ($k_{II, O \rightarrow S} = 3.8$ s$^{-1}$), regenerating the starting complex. It has also been proposed that the mixed-valence state, Ru$^{III}$–S–SO–Ru$^{II}$, can also convert to the Ru$^{II}$–S–(O)S–Ru$^{II}$ form, but to a minor extent, by intramolecular electron transfer. The electrochemical hysteresis arises from the fact that the cyclic oxidation and reduction steps do not follow the same route, so that the current response suffers a delay associated with the linkage isomerization process.
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**SAŽETAK**

**Reakcije izomerizacije veze**

*H. E. Toma i R. C. Rocha*

Dan je pregled reakcija izomerizacije veze glede njihove kinetike i mehanizma, s osvrtom kako na odabrane slučajove direktnog nastajanja tako i na nastajanja izomerne veze izazvane elektrokemijski, fotokemijski, termalno i u ovisnosti o pH.